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GENEVA FROM THE CANTONAL TO THE FEDERAL POST                                                                         JEAN VORUZ FRPSL
Our thanks to Jean Voruz and the 'Royal Philatelic Society London' for enabling this article to be published here.

Introduction
In April/May 2014 (pages 25-27, 35-37) we were privileged to publish Jean Voruz's article '1849-1852 How the
French Currency of Geneva became the Swiss Franc' (first published in the RPSL's journal 'The London Philatelist').
Last month Mr. Voruz presented a much updated and extended display on this subject at the 'Royal Philatelic
Society London', under the above title. Amongst the large audience were four of our members – see photo below.

 Jean Voruz (centre) with, from left to right: Richard Donithorn, Jonathan Cartwright, Bob Medland and Werner Gattiker

Mr Voruz's many titles include President of the Consilium Philateliae Helveticae, Secretary General of the Club de
Monte Carlo, Vice-President of the European Academy of Philately and Vice-President of the Lemanic Circle of
Philatelic Studies. His Geneva Postal Service-related displays have received many awards including FIP Large Gold
at London 2010, FIP Grand Prix International at Philakorea 2014 and FEPA Grand Prix Finlandia 2017.

In the introduction to his  presentation he informed us that: the Geneva Postal Authority produced their first
stamps in 1843 for local and internal cantonal travel. Whilst Zürich and then Geneva had been ahead of the game
by pioneering the use of postage stamps, the job of the Head of the Geneva Post, J.-L. Collignon-Faure, was made
much more difficult in 1849 when the various parts of what is now Switzerland, including the then sovereign state
of Geneva, agreed to enter into a Federation. The new Federal Government soon began the process of postal and
monetary unification, to bring the Swiss Frank and French Franc into parity. Despite the fact that Geneva had
adopted the French Franc as their standard ten years earlier, the residents of Geneva and their postal authority
found the unification process a complex and often confusing process. Mr Voruz identified seven “phases” of the
Transition from the Cantonal Posts to the Federal Post in Geneva in the period 1 st October 1849 to 1st January 1852
– involving changes in postage stamps, postal rates, Rayon boundaries, currency and currency rates. 

He concluded: “Geneva had 2½ miles of border with the rest of Switzerland while its boundaries with France and
Savoie (Sardinia) measured 70 miles. Its trade and postal relations were more important with those neighbours
than with Switzerland. One could understand why Geneva “walked backwards” in this process of unification which
was mainly driven by German-speaking public officials in Bern. On the other hand, Geneva could be proud for
having inspired the whole of Switzerland. Its modern monetary and postal systems are indeed still operational
today.” 
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The details of this story were set out in his previous article published in the Newsletter. The 10-frames at the Royal
(half of his total collection) included an eye-watering display of covers, wrappers, maps, postal authority decrees
and pictures to illustrate the Transition. Below are a selection of these which we were not able to include in the
previous two-part article or have been discovered by Mr. Voruz since.

              The “French” currency 25c of Geneva used until 1851                                        The Federal Currency Fr.1.00 of 1851

 The Head of the Post in Geneva, J.-L. Collignon-Faure                      The Post Office of Geneva, in operation from 1842 to 1862

Cantonal Post - Local Mail in Geneva
Cantonal stamps were first issued in Geneva in 1843. People were not enthusiastic about this new way of franking,
placing the onus on the sender. To convince them of the benefits the cantonal postal administration decided to
reduce the price of its 5 cent stamp to 4 cents while unfranked mail was still charged 5 cents to be paid by the
recipient. Local postage within the canton, but to/from beyond the city walls, was initially charged 10 cents. A 5
cents rate for the whole of the canton was introduced in 1845. 

Left above - 19th January 1844 from and to a destination “within the city”. Mark – 5c due from the recipient. Stamps were available at
this time, but were not popular with the public.
Right - 4th February 1845 from the city to Vernier “beyond the walls” Postage of 10c – in fact the sender paid 4c x2 = 8c for the Double
Eagle of Geneva, as at that time the Post Office were offering a 20% discount to encourage the use of pre-paid stamps.

Left above – To Grands-Philosophes, franked with a Large Eagle which succeeded the Small Eagle.
Right - 29th November 1846 to Eaux-Vives, “beyond the walls” after 1845. Postage 5c with a “Half-Double” paid actually 4c.
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The “4 of Vaud”
On 1st October 1849 J.-L. Collignon-Faure decided to adjust Genevan postal rates as close as possible to the first
federal tariff. On 22nd October of that year the postal authority issued the cantonal stamp known as the “4 of
Vaud”. This allowed the charge for local urban mail to be close to the 2½ rappen of the federal tariff. This stamp
was sold for 3 months only, but remained subsequently valid for 5c frankings.

                                           21st February 1850 “Within the city”, franked for 5c with the so-called “4 of Vaud” stamp. 

Value adjustments of low rates 
In the period 1st October to 31st December 1850 two federal stamps were issued and sold for use in Geneva – 5Rp.
and 10Rp (see Postal Decree below left). They were sold in Geneva at 5c and 15c respectively. This resulted in the
price charged for the 1st rayon being too low. People had to pay the same price within the City as for Morges
which was 10 leagues (30 miles) away. On the 1st January 1851 the rate for the 1st rayon was increased so that 5Rp
= 7c of Geneva. We have no official rule confirming this rate but one piece of evidence is shown below:

As of 1st January 1851 mail for the 3rd rayon had to be franked with 1 Rayon II + 1 Rayon I only. The total price to be
paid amounted therefore to 22 cents of Geneva. We know of seven letters in 1851 with such a franking (see
example below right). The four bearing the former franking were all reported in 1850.    

Left - Postal decree of the Director of Post in Geneva 23rd September 1850.
       Right – Cover to Bern, zone III, franked with 1 Rayon II + 1 Rayon I, i.e. 15 + 7 = 22 Genevan cents.

Mr Voruz's display also included material on subjects that were not covered in any great detail in his previous
article:  
The Federal Post from 1st January 1852    
a) Local Mail - Local mail in the canton of Geneva remained fixed at 5 cents (5Rp.). Until September 1854 all the
stamps that had been sold in Geneva from the  beginning in 1843 remained valid. For the very common franking
of 5 cents this meant that 11 different stamps could still be used, even though only the 5Rp. Clear blue was
actually sold. Two covers from 1852 are shown on the next page.
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Left - 19th June 1852 to Russin, canton, franked 5c with a clear blue Rayon stamp.

Right - August 1852 to Hauterive, canton, franked 5c with a Dark Eagle of very late use. 

b) Distant Mail - Swiss postal service simplified not only the way of franking but also the structure of rates. The
standard rate for the whole of Switzerland amounted to 15Rp. (15 former cents of Geneva) with a reduced price
to 10Rp. for a nearby rayon of less than 10 leagues.

Left -8th January 1853 to Morges, zone II, franked 10c. Manuscript due 5c and mention “pas assez” (not sufficient) for the weight >7½ grs.
Right - 26th June 1852 to La Chaux-de-Fonds, zone III, franked 15c with a Rayon III stamp.

Mail with France, Savoie and Great Britain
a) Cantonal Mail period - Rates for mail exchange between sovereign countries, such as Geneva, were decided
through postal treaties. At that time the Franc of Geneva was equal to the French currency and had very close
parity with the currency of Savoie.

 

Left above - 9th May 1844 to Bordeaux, charged due 11 decimes (8th radius from Geneva [up to 600 kms.] - 9 decimes for France + 2
decimes for Geneva).
Right - 3rd September 1846 Circular letter from Turin, Piedmont (part of Savoie). Charged postage due as printed matter 2cs with one of
the rarest handstamps ever used in Switzerland.

b)  Federal  Post -  The  introduction  of  a  fully  integrated  federal  postal  system  within  Switzerland  did  not
immediately affect postal rates to or from France or Savoie since calculations were based on the same currencies.
The  Federal  Government  negotiated  future  postal  treaties  between  Switzerland  and  other  countries.  Two
examples of covers from abroad are shown on the next page.
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Left above - 26th August 1852 from Vercelli, Piedmont franked 20c. “FRANCOBOLLI INSUFFICIENTE”. Postage due 40c in Geneva, then 4
decimes in Chambery - manuscript “Debours suisse f-.40” (To be paid back to Switzerland).
Right - 13th August 1852 from Liverpool, partially franked up to the French border -1 penny. Not admitted by the Franco-Swiss agreement
of 1850, thus charged due by Geneva at the normal rate in force since the said agreement – 60cs.

Vote of Thanks - Jonathan Cartwright gave the Vote of Thanks on behalf of the RPSL. He congratulated Mr Voruz
on  shedding  further  light  on  the  complex  and  often  painful  journey  of  the  Geneva  Post  in  this  period.  His
presentation  was  clearly  based  on  an  incredible  amount  of  philatelic  and  historic  knowledge  and  dedicated
research. The very high quality of all of the material made it impossible for Jonathan to pick out a favourite item;
but, in concluding, he assured Mr. Voruz that he would be more than delighted to add any of the covers in the
display to his collection!  
Bibliography
'Taxentarif für de Briefpost, Werthgegenstande, Pakete, Zeitungen und Reisenden in Kraft getreten am 1  Oktober
1849'          
'Feuille d'avis du canton de Genève' 22nd January 1850
'Circulaire du Directeur des Postes du 1er arrondissement' 23rd September 1850
'Arrêté du Conseil fédéral concernant le paiement en nouvelle monnaie des taxes postales encore existantes' 14 th

August 1851                           
'Circulaire du Directeur des Postes du 1er arrondissement' 9th December 1851
'Handbuch Postgeschichte von Genf' Richard Schäfer
'Les relations de la France avec Genève' Michèle Chauvet, Brun & Fils
'Oblitérations suisses 1843-1854 et raretés des émissions de cette période' Henri Grand
'The Postage Stamps of Switzerland' Mirabaud & Reuterskjöld
 'Histoire Postale de  Genève' Marc Henrioud 
 'Timbres-poste de Genève 1843 – 1854' Morand, Grand & Dinichert
 'La Poste à Genève (I & II)' George Fulpius 
 and Numerous articles and works by Louis Vuille
Acknowledgements - Claude Montandon, Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier and the late Henri Grand and Louis Vuille.

CONTACTING OUR SECRETARY Neville Nelder has a new postal address and telephone number – see header to this
and subsequent newsletters.
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COIL STAMPS OF THE LANDI 1939                                                                                                                CHRISTOPH PL  Ü  SS

Acknowledgements:  This  article  was  first  published  in  edition  2/2017  of  the  SVPS's  journal  'der
poststempelsammler'.  The  Society  is  very  grateful  to  Herr  Plüss  and  the  SVPS  (Temporary  Editor  –  Giovanni
Balimann) for enabling its publication in our Newsletter; and to Eric Lienhard for his much appreciated work on
the translation.

Herr Plüss writes: It is a great pleasure for me to give you permission to copy this article in your Newsletter. As you
might know, the subject  of  'Rollenmarken',  or  as you say 'Coils',  is  for  a lot  of  stamp collectors an unknown
territory, at least that’s my impression in Switzerland. That was the reason for me to start publishing a series of
articles in the bulletin of the SVPS a few years ago, with the hope that maybe some stamp collectors could profit
from the knowledge which I have accumulated over the last 25 years of intensive coil collecting.

The Landi 1939 (Landesausstellung = National Exhibition) is today still a highlight for many (stamp) collectors. Back
in 1939 the Landi was considered the event of the year. Only the start of WWII clouded that time. 

The Landi Crossbow stamps were a sales hit. The subject, designed by the Bernese painter Viktor Surbeck, was a
good choice, suitable for the uncertain times. The strong glowing colours emit strength and the subject - military
preparedness. The table below shows an overview of the Number of Crossbow stamps issued x type: 

Z Number       Auflage        Paper        Z Number    Auflage       Paper           5 Rp           10 Rp            20 Rp          30 Rp   
  228Ry           524,667      smooth         228Bz      1,975,000     grilled     2,499,667   
  229Ry           646,000      smooth         229By      3,250,000    smooth                        3,896,000
  230Ry           302,334      smooth         230Bz      2,350,000     grilled                                                2,652,334
                                                                   231By      1,575,000    smooth                                                                   1,575,000
  232Ry           524,667      smooth         232Bz      1,525,000     grilled     2,049,667
  233Ry           646,000      smooth         233Bz      2,110,000     grilled                          2,756,000
  234Ry           302,334      smooth         234Bz      1,410,000     grilled                                                1,712,334
                                                                   235By        990,000     smooth                                                                     990,000
  236Ry           524,666      smooth         236Bz      1,051,000     grilled     1,575,666
  237Ry           646,000      smooth         237Bz      1,341,000     grilled                          1,987,000
  238Ry           302,333      smooth         238Bz        940,000      grilled                                                1,242,333
                                                                   239By        835,000     smooth                                                                     835,000
                                                                                                          TOTAL      6,125,000   8,639,000     5,607,001  3,400,000
Source: Zumstein Spezial 2000        “Auflage” =  number of pieces issued.
The Crossbow stamps appeared on the opening of the Landi on 6 th May 1939. Within six months an enormous
quantity of stamps was sold. Everyone sent greeting cards and letters from the Landi, the non-collector to the
collector, the collector to the collector, the collector to himself and naturally the postal employee to himself.
Untold letters, postcards, leaflets, postal stationery and much else had stamps applied, cancelled and sent around
the world by train, boat, balloon, aircraft etc. They gave great pleasure and I must confess I like the Crossbows too.

The sheet stamps of all four values were issued in three national languages d-f-I (g-f-i) i.e. always in sheets of 5 x
10 stamps in German, French or Italian. The coil stamps 5c, 10c and 20c were printed on continuous rolls. The 30c
was not issued as a coil. All coil stamps have smooth paper and every 5th stamp was numbered on the gum side.
The numbers were four digits 0005 to 9995, in front of which was a letter L-M-N-O-P. The 5c and 10c stamp rolls,
each 2,000 stamps and the 20c stamp rolls, each 1,000 stamps, were sold entire, part rolls were not offered.
Single Crossbow stamps could only be bought at the Landi from machines. Because the stamps had a new, larger
format than the Landscape definitives, the machines naturally had to be adjusted. This surely was the reason why
the Landi crossbow stamps were only available from the Landi automatic machines. 

Many First Day Covers (FDCs) were made using sheet stamps, either G.F.I. or often mixed languages. But nothing
was known of coil stamp FDCs for a long time. Catalogues do not list coil stamp FDCs. It was rumoured that the
machines only operated from Day 2 of the Landi, but long research shows that the machines were functioning at
the opening of the Exhibition on 6th May at 16.00h and the popular Crossbow stamps were dispensed against
cash. The 5c and 10c in pairs, the 20c always singly (Fig. 1 on next page). I have found eleven coil stamp set FDCs
for my “virtual collection”. Who can send me the next one? Fig. 2 shows one on the front cover of an auction
catalogue, with a start price of CHF 8,000. I do not know whether this cover was ever sold, but it is clear that there
was a handsome asking price. 
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Fig.1 Left above - Coil stamp set FDC from opening day 6.5.1939 from 'Dörfli', arrival cancel 7.5.39-15 on back. Franking as the stamps
came out of the machine. 20c over-franked; left hand 10c with control number.  
Fig. 2 Right -  In this auction catalogue from 2010, the depicted Landi FDC was offered at a fairy tale price of CHF 8,000. In which
collection might it be shining now?

There are also tales that someone wanted to exchange a coil set FDC against a PP B7 FDC (catalogue value in 2008
- CHF 30,000). But there are many other Landi coil stamp FDCs as single franking, or mixed franking in various
combinations (Fig. 3 below). And there were not only FDCs! Because the coil stamps were printed joined in three
languages, there are almost endless further interesting combinations (Fig. 4)

Fig. 3 Left above - Letter sent on the first day of the Exhibition 6.5.1939 to Zürich, over-franked 55c, nevertheless a rare and interesting
mixed franking: 5c from Ticket (tickets are a type of stamp booklet consisting of a strip of 10 stamps, the short perforation side is cut by
machine, the long side is torn), 10c coil with control number, 20c coil, 30c from sheet. n.b. it can be determined that the 5c is from a
ticket due to the top and bottom perfs being cut. The Landi coil stamps are always cut at the sides! 
Fig. 4 Right - Exhibition lettersheet FD from 'Pavillon' to Zürich (local rate 10c) 50c over-franked from coil. Unfranked (i.e. no stamp
imprint) exhibition lettersheets were distributed free at the xhibition. Back picture: Poste Alpine Svizzere, San Bernardino, Pizzo Uccello.

That the machines not always functioned correctly, is shown in Fig. 5 (below). The known reasons for wrong-cut
stamps are repairs (Fig. 6), correction of perforation (Fig. 7) and air moisture.

Fig. 5 Left above - Letter dated 7.5.39 from the Landi to Zürich, correctly franked with 20c Crossbow. The issuing of stamps from the
machines was not always 100% correct. Wrongly cut coil stamps to me are always something special. 
Fig. 6 Right upper - Control number on coil repair join. 
Fig. 7 Right lower - Strip of four from roll f-i-g-f. g-f with horizontal and vertical perf. correction. Left hand stamp with small retouch at

right hand edge. 
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Sheets of coil stamps, which we know from the Small Landscape and later issues, were not officially sold, however,
remainders of the coil stamps were split into sheets and apparently used up in the Bern Post (Fig. 8 below). 

Fig. 8 Left above - Copy (from a Coil Stamps catalogue) pair 10c stamps from coil sheet. Multi language blocks of four, multi-language
strips with selvedge and vertical, multi-language pairs are from coil sheets. Who has seen such things? Search for them! 
Fig. 9 Right - Last day (Landi cancel) greeting card from the Landi on 15th November to Bonaduz. The Exhibition closed on 29th October
1939. During the demolition period, the ‘Postbureau’ remained open until 15 th November 1939 (in PEN Catalogue 1988 not yet known).
Mixed franking 10c and 20c are coils, 5c and 30c are sheet. Because the coil stamps are cut, it can be assumed that the machines were in
operation until 15th November. The validity of this issue was until 31st December 1940. 

Fig. 10 Left above - FD items of the Landi were usually cancelled with the time shown, 16h to 22h. The ‘Pavillon’ office had ten identical
cancels available. One of them was fixed without a time shown. This cancel was used mainly for the propaganda and balloon flights.
Because the number of customers on the first day were large, this cancel was also used, in error, for other items. This Landi card with an
additional coil franking set, is 35c over-franked, sent by a non-collector to a stamp collector and thus is the first coil FDC set known to me
cancelled by a postmark without indication of the time. At top left is the Landi logo additionally added. 
Fig. 11 Right - (obverse) comical. The card is dated 7 th May 1939, presumably written at home in advance, but then however sent earlier

than planned! The text on the card reads: 
Zürich the 7. May 1939 

Dear compatriot. I permit myself to send you a greeting from our National Exhibition. From Fam. Ellenberger, I know that you are
a stamp worm, hence the franking. Lore Ellenberger is sitting by me and is laughing. We hope we will get to know you and your
wife during your visit to the exhibition and are wishing you a happy and enjoyable trip here. 

Many greetings to you all from our homeland. 

FORTHCOMING REGIONAL GROUP MEETINGS
Southern Group: All day meetings on Saturdays (10.30am to 4pm, including tea/coffee breaks and lunch) at 'The
Three Crowns' pub at Whaddon near Salisbury, just off the A36, postcode SP5 3HB. The meetings in 2018 are
scheduled for 10th March, 2nd June and 13th October. Speakers and/or themes to be advised later. Further details
and map available from Werner Gattiker, Tel. 01273 845 501, email werner@swisstamps.co.uk  
Northern Group: The first meeting of the new season will be on Saturday 4th November 2017 at Corporation Mill,
Sowerby  Bridge  starting  at  2.00pm.  The  subject  is  'New  Acquisitions/Members'  Choice'.  For  further  details
contact: David Hope - Tel. 0161 3030091.

SMALL AD
Kit Jarman lacks a used copy of Frank Stamp 7B and Coil Stamps 302RM and 303RM. Offers via the Editor please.

mailto:werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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'THE  WAR-RELATED  POSTAL  RESTRICTIONS  FOR  SWISS  FOREIGN  MAIL  DURING  W.W.II.,  A  HANDBOOK  AND
CATALOGUE' BY CHRISTIAN GEISSMANN                                                                                                   WERNER GATTIKER

In a special edition of his “Post & Geschichte” magazine Christian Geissmann deals (in
German language) in great detail with the trials and tribulations the Swiss PTT endured
during the war,  trying to maintain postal  connections with the rest  of the world in
these turbulent times. Over 80 pages the publication deals chronologically with war
events that impacted on the postal service, explaining how the PTT dealt with the ever-
changing  situation  and  listing  all  the  restrictions  imposed.  Most  importantly,  this
booklet not only lists and illustrates all  known related handstamps and explanatory
labels, but also values them between CHF 40 and 800. The text includes many quotes
from PTT letters to their regional centres, or from general postal ordinances. There is
also a useful page explaining the rules for refunds of postage for undeliverable items
returned to the sender. 
In 28 chapters the book runs through the events of the war and lists  the resulting

restrictions and postal  handstamps, starting with: 
- German invasion and occupation of Poland from 1st Sept. 1939 

- German occupation of Denmark and Norway on 9th April 1940 

- German attack against Benelux states from 10th May 1940

- German attack against France from 10th May 1940, with an interesting sub-chapter dealing in detail with
the transit mails hidden from the German occupiers in Paris by the French until the end of the war. and
ending with the various interruptions during the chaotic period towards the end of the war, including the: 

- Liberation of France 

- Interruption of overseas mail transiting through France 

- Cessation of postal links with Spain and Portugal (which of course included mail to Britain and beyond)

- Slovak Uprising

-  Restrictions  or  interruptions  of  postal  links  with  Alsace-Lorraine,  Benelux,  Southern  Italy  and  finally
Germany and Austria.

This  is  a  great publication,  linking  war history with postal  history,  beautifully  illustrated in  colour  and highly
recommended to anyone interested in that turbulent period. It can be ordered direct from Christian Geissmann
website  address:  www.post-und-geschichte.ch email:  mail@post-und-geschichte.ch  or  from  Werner  Gattiker
werner@swisstamps.co.uk at about £20.

RAISING THE PROFILE – AN AMENDMENT                                                                                       EDITOR/FRED HOADLEY

Reference the article in the October edition - The website address of the RPSL to access Fred Hoadley's display
should include a dash between SD2017 and 08 i.e. SD2017-08. For some unknown reason, it appears my laptop
couldn't reproduce the full address for printing. Thanks are due to Fred Hoadley for pointing this out to me. The
dashes between 08, Fred, Hoadley, Switzerland and Independence were also partly obscured by the underlining.

Fred also writes: “URLs are always a tricky way of pointing the reader to a particular webpage, and can change if
the  source  material  is  moved at  a  later  date.  To  easily  view my standing  display  “Celebrating  Switzerland’s
Independence” on the RPSL website, visit the RPSL home page at: http://www.rpsl.org.uk/home.asp  then select:
Events > Standing Displays. A full list of displays dating back to 2011 is available for viewing.
 
To satisfy the Charity Commission, the Royal makes a considerable amount of its reference material available to
the general public for research purposes. HPS members will find a wealth of information available, some of which
may be relevant to their specific philatelic needs.”

MEMBER NEWS
• We welcome another new member - Robert Lynn who lives in the South of England. We were pleased

to meet him at our Southern Group in October.
• Mr. J. G. Parrish who lived in Scotland passed away in October. The Society has sent its condolences.

http://www.rpsl.org.uk/home.asp
http://www.post-und-geschichte.ch/
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A RIDE TO REMEMBER                                                                                                                                                       EDITOR

Many of you will be aware that it is possible to relive a journey on a horse-drawn
postal coach in Switzerland (ref. HPS Newsletter June 2016 P. 51), but did you know
that you can also enjoy a journey on a historic Swiss PostBus. I recently picked up a
brochure  advertising  the  service  (illustration  left).  The  organisation  behind  it,
'Trägerverein Historische Postautolinie',  describe the experience as:  “The historical
Post Bus route over the 'Moosegg' is not only a driving museum but also a piece of
Swiss culture. You travel in original Swiss PostBus vehicles of the years 1940-1985 on
this scenic route and you can enjoy the splendid views of the mountain road over the
'Moosegg'. This historical PostBus tour can be combined with walking on a hiker trail,
a delicious culinary break in one of the many restaurants or many other activities in
the beautiful holiday region of the 'Emmental'.”

The standard outward journey from Biglen Station to Emmenmatt Station takes about
45 minutes (1hour 40 minutes for the return including lunch in the Moosegg Hotel).
This year, three return trips were made each day on the following dates only: 4 th June,
2nd July, 6th August, 3rd September and 1st October. The adult fare (excluding lunch) was
7 CHF single; 12CHF return or 30CHF for a day ticket.

The brochure shows 3 different vehicles serving the route, including the one on the cover. No doubt there were
ways of ensuring that you travelled on the vehicle of your choice on at least part of your journey. Assuming that
the service continues next year, for further information on the timetable contact: website  www.oldiepost.ch  ;
email  informationen@oldiepost.ch  ;  telephone  079 453 23 58 (Mario Gachter, Bernair Reisen).

THE SOCIETY'S WEBSITE                                                                                                                                           MIKE SHARP

I am your Webmaster/Co-ordinator for the Society's new revised website supported by Razor Solutions Ltd. I can
be contacted via webmaster@swiss-philately.co.uk which is now linked to my personal email account.

A  revised  and  updated  version  of  the  excellent  Swiss  Letter  Rates  (1862-2017)  document  by  our  Canadian
member, Fritz Graf, has been received and will placed on the Website for future reference. Fritz had kindly sent
updated tables for 2017 to your previous Webmaster, Fred Hoadley, and he revised the document on our behalf.

ADDENDUM - Ref. the article on “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly” (October 2017 page 98, first line) – there were
two presentations at the Annual National Meeting last year on the subject of Postage Due – Bob Medland gave
the Peter Vonwiller Memorial Display, Norton Wragg the follow-up display on Nachnahme.

THE R  Ö  LLI ONLINE AUCTION 17-2 - This auction will take place from 8th to 10th November 2017. More than 2,600
lots are going to be auctioned. In addition to a fine selection of Swiss material, including airmail covers and soldier
stamps, more than 300 international lots are on offer. So please register now to participate at the auction. We
look forward to welcoming you. You may find further information on our website: www.roelli-auktionen.ch

             Werner  Gattiker 
For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
• Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

• "Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
           cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•   Liechtenstein also available.
       Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 -  werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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